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Abstract. This paper is related to logical agents and in particular discusses is-
sues related to learning sets of rules from other agents. In principle, the approach
extends to agent societies a feature which is proper of human societies, i.e., the
cultural transmission of abilities. However, the new knowledge cannot be blindly
accepted and incorporated, but should instead be evaluated (and thus possibly dis-
carded) according to its usefulness. We propose a technique and its formalization.

1 Introduction

Adaptive autonomous agents are capable of adapting their behavior according to
changes in the environment, by means of some kind of approach. As it is widely ac-
knowledged, the effects of learning should include at least one of the following: (i) the
range of behaviors is expanded: the agent can do more; (ii) the accuracy on tasks is
improved: the agent can do things better; (iii) the speed is improved: the agent can do
things faster.

In this paper, we discuss an approach to learning centered on the possibility of ac-
quiring sets of rules from other agents, namely “learning by being told”. We assume in
fact that, whatever the formalism they are based upon, the agents that we are considering
have a rule-based knowledge base. The acquired sets of rules can either define a reac-
tion to a previously unknown event, or they can represent a plan to reach an objective.
Indeed, learning from others is a fairly practical and economical way of increasing abil-
ities, widely used by human beings: in fact, avoiding the cost of learning is an important
benefit of imitation. An agent that learns and re-elaborates the learned knowledge may
become itself an information producer, from which others can learn in turn.

However, agents should not blindly incorporate the new knowledge. Rather, they
should be able to evaluate how useful the new knowledge is, and on this basis decide
whether to keep or discard it. To this aim, we propose to associate to the acquired
knowledge a specific objective and (possibly) a set of conditions, including a time limit.
The purpose is that the new rules should help the agent reach that objective and fulfill the
conditions within the given time limit. After a while, the agent will evaluate whether



(or to what extent) this has been achieved. More sophisticated conditions/constraints
that have to be verified can also be specified. If the evaluation is unsatisfactory, the new
knowledge will be discarded or possibly deactivated for future re-trial in a modified
context. There is a clear similarity between our approach and reinforcement learning,
where here the action that is to be evaluated is the use of the new knowledge.

The approach is developed in the context of a general agent model proposed in [1],
that provides high flexibility in how an agent is built and may evolve. In fact, we equip
an agent with forms of understanding and awareness that are “situated” at different
control layers. Beyond the basic control layer we introduce in fact a meta-control, where
non-trivial supervising and tuning tasks can be performed, based on suitable control and
meta-control information. It is at the meta-control level that we introduce the check for
the evaluation of the acquired knowledge.

The present work was initiated by the experiments with the prototype implemen-
tation presented in [2], developed in DALI [3,4]. Later on, we have empowered the
implementation with the temporal-logic-like operators that we introduced in [5,6], and
we have performed some experiments in Ambient Intelligent applications [7]. In this
paper, we present a further evolution of our approach, which as mentioned has been
enriched with a meta-evaluation component, and generalized so as to make it usable in
many rule-based agent-oriented approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we further discuss motivations and
potential usefulness of the proposed approach, and we outline the features of our pro-
posal that we illustrate in more detail in Section 3. We introduce the semantics in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5 we propose a case-study, formalized in the language of our im-
plementation: namely, we define an artificial fish able to learn from its shoal what to
do in certain situations. Finally, we discuss related work and conclude in Section 6. In
the Appendix we present the DALI language, as in fact our approach has been imple-
mented in DALI and is under some respects inspired to features of the DALI language
and architecture.

2 Motivations and Overall Framework

Learning may allow agents to survive and reach their goals in environments where a
static knowledge is insufficient. The environmental context can change, cooperative
or competitive agents can appear or disappear, ask for information, require resources,
propose unknown goals and actions. Then, agents may try to improve their potential by
interacting with other entities so as to perform unknown or difficult tasks.

One of the key features of MAS is the ability of “sub-contracting” computations to
agents that may possess the ability to perform them. More generally, agents can try to
achieve a goal by means of cooperative distributed problem-solving. However, on the
one hand not all tasks can be delegated, and on the other agents may need or may want
to acquire new abilities to cope with unknown situations. In our view, an improvement
in the effectiveness of MAS may consist in introducing a key feature of human societies,
i.e., cultural transmission of abilities. Without this possibility, agents are limited under
two important respects:
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– they are unable to expand the set of perceptions they can recognize, elaborate on
and react to;

– they are unable to expand their range of expertise.

In fact, a well-known and particularly difficult problem in AI is the so-called “brit-
tleness” problem: automated systems tend to “break” when confronted with even slight
deviations from the situations specifically anticipated by their designers. Indeed, the
flexibility and thus the “intelligence” of agents may increase if they become able not
only to refine but also to enlarge their own capabilities. The need of acquiring new
knowledge can be recognized by an agent at least in relation to the following situations:

1. There is an objective that the agent has been unable to reach: it has been unable to
relate a plan (in the KGP perspective [8]) or intention (in a BDI perspective [9])
to that objective (or desire) and it has to acquire new knowledge (beliefs)1. As a
particular case, there is a situation the agent is unable to cope with; for instance,
there is an exogenous event that the agent does not recognize.
Use case. An agent located in a network router for security management has to
recognize and respond to attacks, and perform repairs. It is impossible to delegate
this tasks, it is instead possible in some cases to learn suitable behaviors from
trusted agents. For instance, the agent may perceive an unknown external event that
presumably corresponds to an unknown attack: it can try to learn how to respond.
Also, the agent can recognize an attack, and devise a plan for response and repair,
but some step of this plan fails: the agent can try to learn alternative ways to reach
the objective.

2. There is some kind of computation that the agent is unable to perform.
Use case. An agent which acts as a mediator in a data integration context is re-
sponsible for reformulating, at runtime, queries defined on a (virtual) mediated
schema into the local(actual) schemata of the underlying data sources. Most medi-
ator systems use wrappers to handle the task of data access, data retrieval, and data
translation: a wrapper module is able to access specific data sources, extract se-
lected data, and translate source data formats into a common data model designed
for the integration system. If a new data source is added to the system, a suitable
wrapper may be missing. Delegating the wrapping is unpractical and would in most
cases unacceptably spoil efficiency. The agent can try to acquire the wrapper from
another and thus “learn” how to cope with the new data format.

Assuming that the agent establishes that it cannot resort to cooperation to get its task
performed, it can still resort to cooperation in order to try to acquire the necessary piece
of knowledge from another agent. The problems involved in this issue are at least the
following: how to ask for what the agent needs; how to evaluate the actual usefulness
of the new knowledge; and, how this kind of acquisition can be semantically justified
in a logical agent.

1 By some abuse of notation, we use the words ’knowledge’ and ’belief’ as synonyms when
referring to agents. In fact, we implicitly consider autonomous agents that are in general not
able to resort to ’knowledge’ as such but only have their possibly subjective ’beliefs’.
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In this paper, we make the simplifying assumption that there are ways for asking
other agents and obtaining the potentially needed new knowledge. In our view it should
not in principle be required that the involved agents be based on the same inference
mechanism. It is reasonable however to assume that they are somehow “compatible”:
in particular, we assume that all the involved agents are rule-based and are able to
incorporate prolog-like sets of rules.

In order to show that indeed we do not neglect this issue, we briefly summarize the
learning rules process that we have defined and experimented in the prototype imple-
mentation of [2]. This solution is based on the introduction of a mediator agent that we
called yellow rules agent , keeping track of the agents specialization and reliability,
and of which pieces of knowledge they are willing to share with others. When an entity
needs to learn something, it asks the yellow rules agent for the names of agents hav-
ing a certain specialization and being more reliable, that have declared to possess the
needed piece of knowledge. In particular, in our implementation the requester provides
the yellow rules agent with a set of keywords that the latter will try to match with the
current contents of its directory.

Once obtained this information, the agent may acquire the desired knowledge by
some of them. If the agent will finally decide to incorporate the learned rules in its
program because they work correctly, it will also send to yellow rules agent a message
indicating satisfaction. This will result in an increment of the reliability of the agent that
has provided the rules. A negative experience will imply an unfavorable dispatch. In the
present implementation agents return a numeric value indicating the “level of trust”. In
updating the level of trust, our yellow rules agent adopts a model that updates trust
only when the information is sufficient, i.e., after a certain number of reports which are
in accordance, sent by reliable agents (we have treated this topic at some length in [10]).

However, as described in the Appendix the DALI language provides a communica-
tion layer where meta-rules can be defined so as to filter incoming and out-coming com-
munications. These meta-rules are defined independently of the main agent program, so
that the communication behavior of an agent can be “tuned” in an elaboration-tolerant
way. This allows one to equip an agent with specific meta-rules, according to the strat-
egy of trust management and knowledge retrieval that one wants to adopt. Therefore,
our implementation is easily customizable to accommodate any strategy.

In summary, when an agent needs some knowledge it will first obtain the names
of one or more agents that it is possible to ask for missing rules. Then it will contact
(some of) them according to both the society’s and the personal reliability evaluation
of these agents. Finally, it will get the required item in a standard format (see e.g. the
case-study in Section 5) so as to be able to use it. The exchanged piece of knowledge
should include all the relevant rules in the sense of [11], i.e., all the rules which are
required (directly or indirectly) for actually using that knowledge. Also, acquired rules
should be submitted to a suitable renaming process so as not to overlap or interfere with
the original knowledge base of the receiver agent.

At this stage, the receiver agent has to face two problems:

(a) establish whether the new knowledge is consistent, or at least compatible, with its
knowledge base, and also self-consistent given the facts and the knowledge base.
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This is a topic which has long been studied in belief revision [12], and that we do
not discuss here.

(b) establish whether the new knowledge is actually useful to the purposes for which
it has been acquired. If so, it can possibly be definitely asserted in the knowledge
base. Otherwise, it can possibly be discarded.

Thus, agents should be able to evaluate how useful the new knowledge is. Similarly
to reinforcement learning, techniques must be identified so as to make this evaluation
feasible with reasonable efficiency. The discussion of heuristics for the evaluation is
outside the scope of this paper, where we intend to outline the general setting, that can
however accommodate several possibilities in a modular fashion. In fact, as discussed
in the next section, the evaluation will be performed by means of a set of meta-rules
that can be modularly defined independently of the “main” agent program. However, in
general in our framework usefulness will not be evaluated by a simulation (which would
be time-costly and would possibly worsen the problem of brittleness), rather it will be
evaluated based on practical usage. This makes the topic of trustworthiness particu-
larly relevant, as knowledge obtained by reliable sources is assumed to be maybe “not
so good” but however not harmful for the receiving agent. Simple techniques to cope
with this problem that we have already to some extent experimented in our prototype
implementation are the following.

1. The new knowledge has been acquired in order to cope with an unknown event so
as to fulfill some conditions: the agent can confirm/discharge the new knowledge
according to the conditions being satisfied or not.

2. The new knowledge has been acquired in order to reach an objective: the agent can
confirm/discharge the new knowledge according to its reaching/not reaching the
objective. This evaluation can be related to additional parameters, like e.g. time,
amount of resources needed, quality of results.

3. The new knowledge has been acquired for performing a computation: results which
are not “sufficiently good” (given some sort of evaluation) lead to the elimination
of the related piece of knowledge. The agent can possibly acquire the same type of
knowledge from several sources, and compare/combine the results.

When some new knowledge is received, it will be used by the agent, one or more
times, to the aim for which it has been acquired. After these trials, the receiver agent
is able to assess the usefulness of the new knowledge, and decide whether it can be
confirmed (i.e., permanently added to the knowledge base) or discarded. Possibly, rather
than totally discarded the new knowledge can be de-activated for future possible re-trial
or usage in a modified context.

The main point of our approach and the novel aspect proposed in this paper is that a
meta-level device will be responsible of checking the usefulness of the new knowledge.
Meta-level axioms will state on which basis the knowledge has to be evaluated. In fact,
it is widely recognized (see, e.g., [13]) that coping with unexpected situations involves,
for an agent, meta-level monitoring, reasoning about, and, when necessary, altering its
own behavior. The agent meta-control, based on a meta-history, will then determine
assimilation or discarding or deactivation of the new knowledge, by performing the
checks for deciding whether to keep it.
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Though our experiments have been performed in DALI, we do not intend to commit
to a specific agent formalism or language. In fact, the semantic that we propose in Sec-
tion 4 is general enough to accommodate many agent-oriented rule-based approaches.

3 The approach

In this Section we illustrate the specific features of the proposed approach. Let A be
an agent defined according to some logic-based agent model M. Assume that A has
reached some stage of its operation where it recognizes the need of acquiring new
knowledge from the outside in order to cope with a situation that cannot be managed by
means of the knowledge which is presently available. A learning step is thus in order.

We introduce the possibility for the agent to learn reactive rules and plans. Once
acquired, the new knowledge is stored in two forms.

– As plain knowledge added to the set of beliefs, so that the agent is able to use it.
– As meta-information, that allows the agent to “trace” the new knowledge, in the

sense of recording what has been acquired, when and with which expectations. The
meta-information allows the agent to perform meta-reasoning on these aspects. If
the agent should conclude that the new rules must be removed because the expec-
tations have not been met, the meta-information will be used to locate the rules in
the beliefs and remove them.

The syntax that we adopt both in this Section and in the case-study of Section 5 is
often reminiscent of logic programming: variables in upper case, constants and pred-
icates in lower case, connective ← (or :- like in many practical systems) between the
head (conclusion) of a rule, and its body (conditions). Syntax is also reminiscent of the
DALI language, where some new connectives are introduced (e.g., :> is a new connec-
tive that defines a reactive rule).

However, this syntax (which is the syntax of our implementation) is in general terms
by no means mandatory, as it is basically aimed at illustrating on the one hand the
conceptual elements of the approach and on the other hand how it can be put at work.
A suitable variant of the syntax can be developed when applying the approach to some
other practical setting.

We may assume for instance that the meta-information associated to a set of rules
that an agent learns from the outside for coping with a previously unknown event has
the following form:

react(R, event(E), rules(R1,. . . ,Rn), cond(pos(P), neg(N)), time(T))

where R is an identifier for this set of rules (a constant); E specifies the event to
be coped with; R1, . . . , Rn are the acquired reactive rules plus their required auxiliary
rules; cond specifies in the pos part the positive condition(s) that have to be fulfilled
after reaction ensues, and in the neg part the negative conditions; time specifies the time
threshold allowed for condition fulfillment. For example:

react(r1,event(rains), rules((head(rains),body(open umbrella))),
cond(pos(true),neg(wet)), time())
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means that r1 is a rule acquired for coping with external event of rain, and that the
condition to be fulfilled via the reaction is not getting wet. One rule is provided, in
particular a reactive rule where the head is the event that has occurred, i.e., rains and
the body specifies the action to be undertaken then, i.e., open umbrella.

Analogously, we assume that the meta-information associated to a set of rules that
an agent learns from the outside and that represent a plan for coping with an objective
that previously could not be reached has the following form:

plan(P, obj(O), steps(S1,. . . ,Sn), cond(pos(P), neg(N)), time(T))

where P is an identifier for this plan (a constant);O specifies the objective to be reached
via this plan; S1, . . . , Sn represent the steps of the plan plus the needed auxiliary rules;
cond specifies in the pos part the positive condition(s) that have to be fulfilled while
reaching for the objective, and in the neg part the negative conditions; time specifies the
time threshold allowed for reaching the objective. Example:

plan(toAirport, objective(atAirport), steps(. . . ),
cond(pos(moneySpent ≤ 200), neg(lostPlane)), time(18:30))

meaning that plan toAirport is aimed at getting at the airport while spending less that
an amount 200 and avoiding to lose the plane.

Supervising activities will in general rely upon a meta-history generated during the
agent’s operation, that integrates in time the existing meta-control information. The
meta-history should contain at least a list of:

- which goals have been set and at which time;
- which goals resulted in being successful/failed/timed-out and at which time;
- which incoming external events were known to the agent (and thus have been re-

acted to) and which ones were unknown instead.

The basic supervising activity can be based upon a mechanism similar to that of
the internal events of the DALI logic programming agent-oriented language [3,4]. I.e.,
expectations related to each piece of new knowledge are (automatically) checked from
time to time, and actions are undertaken on awareness of their violation.

Various properties that should be respected by the agent behavior can be expressed
over the meta-history, also in terms of (adapted versions of) temporal statements, such
as those introduced in [5,6]. When goal g is set, a record goal set(g) : t1, t2 is added to
the meta-history, meaning that the agent has decided at time t1 to pursue this goal, that
should be achieved by time t2.

Whenever a goal is either reached, or failed or timed-out, a record of the form
successful(g) : t or failed(g) : t or timed out(g) : t is added to the meta-history,
where t is the time where the meta-conclusion about the outcome has been reached.
Assume that time-stamps can be omitted if not needed.

Whenever an external event e that reaches the agent is recognized, a record of the
form known(e) : t is added to the meta-history, where t is the time when the event
occurred. If instead the event is not recognized, a record of the form unknown(e) : t is
instead added.
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4 Semantics of Learning by Rule Exchange

We adopt here the general agent model of [1], which does not stick to any specific ap-
proach for defining logical agents. Rather, the specific agent modelM that one intends
to embrace is an “input parameter” of the overall framework. As we will see however,
it is defined in terms of components that, together, constitute and agent program, and is
thus particularly suitable to represent rule-based agents.

An agent in this framework is characterized by an agent program P (defined in
terms of the specific instance agent model M) and a suitable underlying operational
mechanism U that can be understood as an implementation which is able to run the
agent program. P encompasses an explicit control component C, operating on suitable
control information CI.

To the aims of the approach that we are introducing in this paper, below we aug-
ment the framework of [1] by introducing a meta-control componentMC, operating on
suitable control informationMCI. Correspondingly, the underlying operational mech-
anism is enriched by a meta-control mechanismH. Formally:

Definition 1. LetM be an agent model. An agent program or simply “agent” P is a
tuple 〈B,DI,SC,BM, CS,A, C, CI,MC,MCI〉 of software components where: B is
the set of the agent’s beliefs;DI the set of desires and intentions; SC is the sensing and
communication component; BM is the belief management; CS a set of constraints; A
is the set of actions that the agent has devised to perform; C is the object-level control
component and CI the control information; MC is the meta-control component and
MCI the meta-control information. Each component of the tuple is defined (or omitted)
according toM.

The operational behavior of the agent will result from the control and meta-
control components C andMC given the control and meta-control information CI and
MCI . In general, this information will be partly specified in advance and partly up-
dated/generated later. The agent actual functioning in the environment where its is situ-
ated relies on underlying control and meta-control mechanisms U andH that implement
the practical counterpart of the agent model.

Definition 2. LetM be an agent model and P an agent program. Let the initial agent
A0 = P Let E = {E0, . . . , En} be a sequence of sets of events. The underlying control
mechanism U ofM is a transformation function that transforms (E0, A0) step by step
into a sequence of agents A1, . . . , An. This transformation exploits the events Ei and
the components Ci and CIi of every agent Ai (i ≥ 0):

(Ei, Ai) U(Ci,CIi)−−−−−−→ Ai+1

The meta-control acts by means of single steps, similarly to the control. Then, given
as before an agent program P , and an initial agent A0 = P:

Definition 3. Let E = {E0, . . . , En} be a sequence of sets of events. The underlying
meta-control mechanismH ofM is a transformation function that transform (E0, A0)
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into a sequence of agents A1, . . . , An. This transformation exploits the events Ei and
the componentsMCi andMCIi of every agent Ai (i ≥ 0):

(Ei, Ai) H(MCi,MCIi)−−−−−−−−−−→ Ai+1

Based on suitable (meta-)control information, the meta-control can be exploited ei-
ther in a domain-dependent or in a domain-independent fashion for supervising, check-
ing, tuning many aspects.

Definition 4. Let M be an agent model and P an extended agent program. Given a
sequence of sets of events E = {E0, . . . , En}, the operational behavior of P is defined
as a sequence of transformation steps interleaving control and meta-control.

We thus assume to perform some steps of meta-control after a number of steps of
control. We do not specify here how many these steps are: they may be specified either
in advance (built-in in UM andHM ) or in the control information.

Our approach to rule exchange fits in this semantic framework: in fact, the history
and the meta-history will be included into the control and meta-control information CI
andMCI. Among the actions devised by an agent at each step there may be a request
for new rules to other agents. An incoming event can be the arrival of such new rules
that will be managed, as exemplified in Section 5, by the meta-control MC and thus
made available to the control component C.

For the declarative semantics, we refer to the general setting introduced in [14].
where changes, either external (e.g., agent’s reception of exogenous events) or internal
(e.g., courses of actions undertaken based on internal conditions) are considered as
producing a corresponding change in the agent program, which is a logical theory, and
in its semantics (however defined). For such a change to be represented, we understand
this change as the application of a program-transformation function. Also belief revision
can be seen as a step of program transformation that in this case results in the updated
theory.

In order to cope with adding and deleting the new knowledge we rely on the ap-
proach of EVOLP [3], that allows (sets of) rules to be conditionally added or deleted
from a program. The EVOLP approach can be smoothly merged into our semantics:
some of the evolution steps determined by the meta-control will be (a series of) EVOLP
steps that imply requiring, adding or dropping some knowledge pieces.

5 Case Study: an Artificial Fish

The case-study that we consider is in the realm of adaptive controllers, where an adap-
tive controller can change its behavior in response to changes in the dynamics of the
process and the disturbances [15]. In particular, we consider hybrid control systems,
i.e., systems whose behavior is defined by processes of diverse characteristics. In our
setting, such a controller is modeled ad depicted in Fig 1.

Its architecture consists of two loops. The inner loop is an ordinary feedback loop
composed of the process and the controller. The behavior of the controller is adjusted by
the outer loop which consists of a supervisory controller, that coincides with the meta-
control component. In this context, we assume that the rules included in the controller
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Fig. 1. Supervisory control system architecture

are not completely available from the beginning, but instead are learned when needed
and then evaluated by the supervisor.

We consider as a scenario a virtual marine world inhabited by a variety of fish. They
autonomously explore their dynamic world in search for food. Hungry predator fish
stalk smaller fish who scatter in terror. For simplicity, the behavior of a fish is reduced
to eating food and escaping, and is determined by the motivation of it being satiated
and safe. In [16], McCarthy considers that “A fish cannot take instruction from a more
experienced fish in how to swim better” as an example of a handicap that prevents fish
from improving their behavior. Next, we show how our artificial fish can overcome this
obstacle by receiving instructions, say from members of its shoal. In the reality, it will
most presumably just imitate its mates. In our setting, this behavior is realized by asking
for rules that will help it cope with an unknown situation.

Each fish is described by variables with values in the range [0 1] with higher values
indicating a stronger desire to eat or to avoid predators. In the formalization, we let t
denote the clock time of the system.

– hungry : it expresses how hungry the fish is and it is approximated by

hungry(t) = min {∆T × a, 1}

where ∆T denotes the time since the last meal and a indicates the appetite of the
fish;

– fear : it quantifies the fear of the fish by taking into account the distance d(t) of the
fish to visible predators

fear(t) = min {D/d(t), 1}

where D indicates how coward the fish is.

The input vector to the controller is

x̃(t) =

[
hungry(t)
fear(t)

]
The fish behavior as well as its internal state (i.e., its beliefs) are modeled by means

of an agent program
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M = 〈B, C, CI,MC,MCI〉

where B is the fish’s beliefs component (the remaining components are omitted as not
necessary for this application). The controller and its supervisor are formalized via C
and CI, andMC andMCI, respectively. Assume that at some state α the meta-control
information componentMCIα contains the rules

prop1(E)← SOMETIMES not know(E)
(r1) prop1(E):>learn(new rule for(E))

know(hunger)

stating that any time there exists an unknown event, then a new rule to cope with that
event must be learned. Suppose that at state α the fish knows that it has to search for
food when it is hungry. This is formalized in CIα with the reactive rule (see Appendix):

hunger(X), X ≥ 0.5, not food :> search(food)

where X is the value of hungriness. Note that the stimuli of the fish (i.e., its input
vector x̃(t)) are represented at the controller level via the notion of event. For example,
the value v of the stimulus hungry(t) of the process is represented as hunger(v).

Suppose that the fish perceives the stimulus of fear. Being this stimulus unknown,
MC requires a new rule to handle the unknown event via the reactive rule (r1).

Assume that at a later state α2, the meta-control receives in response to its request
the rule:

(r2) react(#2, event(fear), rules( pfear(X), X ≥ 0.5, nearby(predator) :> fleeq ),
cond( pos(true), neg(nearby(predator))), time(10))

Here, prq abbreviates the representation of a rule r and #2 is a unique rule iden-
tifier. Rule r2 is a meta-rule, and is aimed at producing actual object-level rules to be
employed by the fish. In particular, upon reception of r2 rules r4 and r5 are generated
in a standard way and added to the fish belief base. r2 looks highly domain-specific,
as it is supposed to be provided by some other fish of the shoal. However, its structure
is general, and it can be seen as the instance of a meta-meta rule for encoding sets of
rules to be shared with other agents. In this setting, we suppose that the supervisor also
receives a related evaluation rule which is more detailed than r2 and declaratively ex-
presses how to evaluate r2. In principle, different evaluation rules might be associated
to the same learned meta-rule.

(r3) eval(#2, act(pos(nearby(predator)), neg(false)),
obj( pos(true), neg(nearby(predator)) ),
time(20), criticality(high), action(drop rule) )

Abstracting away from domain-specific aspects, it can be seen that r3 is an instance
of a meta-meta rule and in fact it states (in addition to what already expressed in r2):
the activation conditions to start the evaluation (in this case, the simple fact that r2
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has been received); the objectives that need to be achieved as well as the time interval
to achieve them (in this case they add nothing to r2, but more conditions might be
stated), the criticality level of the rule under evaluation; the action to be undertaken if
the objectives are not fulfilled within the time constraints. From r3, rules r6-r9 below
can be automatically generated.

Then, the extended agent program (representing the overall behavior of the fish)
Aα2 evolves through a meta-control step as follows:

(Eα2
, Aα2

) H(MCα2 ,MCIα2 )−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Aα2+1

where

Eα2
= {r2, r3}

Aα2 = 〈Bα2 , Cα2 , CIα2 ,MCα2 ,MCIα2〉
Aα2+1 = 〈Bα2+1, Cα2+1, CIα2+1,MCα2+1,MCIα2+1〉 (defined below)

The aim of this meta-control step is to incorporate the new learned rules into the
extended agent program Aα2

. These new rules may be possibly de-activated later if
they are considered not useful. When a rule is acquired it is assumed to be active. Every
learned rule is exploited only if active. Whenever the supervisor takes the decision to
drop a rule, it simply drops the assumption of the rule being active. This leaves the way
open to a possible later re-activation of the rule.

As mentioned, the rules that are added at the object level so as to make the incoming
rules r2 and r3 operative are rules r4-r12 (specified below in the same syntax that we
have already employed in Section 3). Rule r4 states that the reactive rule related to
r2 (and denoted by its identifier #2) can be applied whenever: (i) it is active and (ii)
the corresponding event (left-hand side) has occurred. In this case the reaction (right-
hand side) will take place. Rule r5 states that #2 is active. Rule r6 sets the objectives
specified in the evaluation rule r3, while r7 asserts the related meta-history item. Rules
r8 checks whether the objective has been achieved in time, while r9 asserts the related
meta-history item.

Rules r10-r12 can be considered to be specific of this particular agent, and state
what to do whenever the evaluation of knowledge acquired from outside is negative. In
particular, rule r10 specifies that an objective must never go timed-out (which in this set-
ting subsumes failure) and r11 states what to do if this requirement is violated: drop rule
#2. This will consist, as discussed above, in performing an assert(not active(#2 )) to
de-activate the rule.

(r4) active(#2), fear(X), X ≥ 0.5, nearby(predator) :> flee
(r5) active(#2)

(r6) obj(#2, cond(pos(true), neg(nearby(predator))) )←
nearby(predator), active(#2)

(r7) obj(#2,X), not obj set(#2, ), current time(T) :> assert(obj set(#2,X):T,T+10)

(r8) obj achieved(#2):T←
obj set(#2,cond(pos(P),neg(N))):T1,T2,
P, not N, current time(T), T ≤ T2

(r9) obj achieved(#2):T :> assert(obj achieved(#2):T)
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(r10) prop3← NEVER obj set(#2, ), timed out(#2)
(r11) not prop3 :> drop(#2)
(r12) timed out(#2)←

not obj achieved(#2), obj set(#2, ):T1,T2
current time(T), T > T2

The extended agent program Aα2+1 is therefore defined as follows (where in
EVOLP notation ◦ denotes rule assertion):

CIα2+1 = CIα2
◦ {r4, r5}

MCIα2+1 =MCIα2 ◦ {r5− r12}
andMCα2+1 =MCα2

Bα2+1 = Bα2
◦ {}

Cα2+1 = Cα2
◦ {}

MCα2+1 =MCα2
◦ {}

That is,Aα2+1 is obtained by updating (wrt. the EVOLP semantics) the components
of Aα2 with the specified sets of rules.

In this kind of setting, preferences/priorities among events are particularly impor-
tant (in DALI, such priorities can be provided in the initial control information as-
sociated to an agent program). In fact, in our example fear must be given higher
priority than hunger. Otherwise, paradoxical behavior may arise: suppose that in a
later state α3, the controller and the supervisor perceive high values for both the
fear and the hunger stimuli, and the event that a predator is nearby, that is, Eα3 =
{nearby(predator), fear(0.7), hunger(0.6)}. In such a situation, the controller has two
alternative choices: either search for food or flee. Suppose that, without priorities having
been stated, it selects the first alternative. Then, it is easy to see that if the time interval
of 10 passes by, time out(#2) holds in MCIα3+i, for some i. Being the objective set
for #2, prop3 holds by rule r10. This will trigger the reactive rule r11 thus resulting in
the removal (more precisely, in the de-activation) of rule r4. That is, CIα3+i+1 would
be CIα3+i ◦ {assert(not active(#2))}.

6 Related Work and Concluding Remarks

We have proposed an approach that allows logical agents to adopt a form of learning
which consists in improving each agent’s skills by acquiring new knowledge from other
agents. We believe that this kind of technique can be often useful, and in some applica-
tion contexts it can even be a key feature.

The problem that we have tackled here is specific to the particular realm of agents,
that are able to acquire knowledge from other agents, i.e., from the “society” to which
they belong. This is not in contrast with an agent adopting direct (“deep”) learning
techniques, rather it is complementary. In fact, as deep learning is time-consuming and
costly, each agent in a society may apply a combination of deep learning and imitation.

We have illustrated a specific instance of the approach, that we have implemented
in DALI, and we have discussed a case-study. The implementation, though prototypical
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and specific for DALI agents, constitutes a proof-of-concept for the effectiveness of the
approach. However, in the overall framework that we have depicted we did not stick to a
specific formalism or language for logical agents. In fact, the approach and its semantics
are general enough to allow for a wide applicability.

Our approach brings some similarity with the approach of [17,18]. There, a BDI
agent not possessing a plan to manage an event, is able to ask agents from a certain
set S for such a plan. Symmetrically, an agent can define each of its plans as private,
public, or sharable with a set of trusted agents. This copes with the problem of where
to find the needed knowledge. Their approaches has been implemented and applied for
instance to the scenario of service-oriented computing. Our approach adds the aspect of
meta-reasoning for evaluating, activating and de-activating the new knowledge, where
this evaluation may in principle affect the level of trust of source agent.

The works in [19,20] are aimed, again in a BDI context, at filtering new percepts
according to their expected relevance to the current agent’s ongoing desires and inten-
tions. This may also help an agent to understand when to reconsider her deliberations.
The latter proposal adopts meta-reasoning techniques for doing so. The principles and
methods outlined in these works might be suitably integrated in our approach so as to
evaluate how relevant the acquired new knowledge can be to the current context: in
our experiments we considered quite rough methods for knowledge evaluation, while
the mentioned approaches propose more involved evaluation techniques. As however
our approach is modular w.r.t. this aspect, we can in future work implement such tech-
niques in the communication layer of our architecture. In fact, [20] explicitly advocates
this kind of meta-reasoning to be performed in a preprocessing module on incoming in-
formation. Future work will certainly be concerned with more involved techniques for
knowledge retrieval and evaluation. To this aim, we intend to design meta-meta levels
for controlling knowledge exchange.

Finally, we intend to fully implement an instance of the proposed framework, ac-
commodating not only DALI agents but also other kinds of agents and architectures.
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A The DALI language and Architecture

DALI [3,4] is an Active Logic Programming language designed for executable specifi-
cation of logical agents. The DALI interpreter is freely available [21]. A DALI agent is
a logic program that contains a particular kind of rules, reactive rules, aimed at interact-
ing with an external environment. The environment is perceived in the form of external
events, that can be exogenous events, observations, or messages by other agents. In
response, a DALI agent can perform actions, send messages, adopt goals, etc. The re-
active and proactive behavior of the DALI agent is triggered by several kinds of events:
external events, internal, present and past events.

External events are syntactically indicated by the postfix E. When an event arrives
to the agent from its “external world”, the agent can perceive it and decide to react.
The reaction is defined by a reactive rule which has in its head that external event (or,
possibly, a conjunction of external events). The special token :>, used instead of :-,
indicates that reactive rules performs forward reasoning. The agent remembers to have
reacted by converting an external event into a past event (postfix P).

However, when an agent perceives an event from the “external world”, it doesn’t
necessarily react to it immediately: it has the possibility of reasoning about the event,
before (or instead of) triggering a reaction. In this situation, the event is called present
event and is indicated by the postfix N.

In DALI, actions (indicated with postfix A) may have or not preconditions: in the
former case, the actions are defined by actions rules, in the latter case they are just
action atoms. An action rule is just a plain rule, but in order to emphasize that it is
related to an action, we have introduced the new token :<, thus adopting the syntax
action :< preconditions. Similarly to events, actions are recorded as past actions.

Internal events make a DALI agent agent proactive. An internal event is syntacti-
cally indicated by the postfix I, and its description is composed of two rules. The first
one contains the conditions (knowledge, past events, procedures, etc.) that must be true
so that the reaction (in the second rule) may happen. Thus, a DALI agent is able to
react to its own conclusions. Internal events are automatically attempted with a default
frequency customizable by means of directives in the initialization file.

The DALI communication architecture consists of four layers. The first layer im-
plements the DALI/FIPA communication protocol and a filter on communication, i.e. a
set of rules that decide whether or not to receive or send a message. The second layer
includes a meta-reasoning user-customizable module that tries to understand message
contents, possibly based on ontologies and/or on forms of commonsense reasoning.
The third layer consists of the DALI interpreter. The fourth layer implements a filter for
the out-coming and incoming messages.The DALI/FIPA protocol consists of the main
FIPA primitives, plus few new primitives which are particular to DALI.
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